Accessibility on Campus

Accessibility of campus buildings varies: Disabled students can move around some easily, and some not at all. Here’s a map showing which buildings are fully accessible, which are partly accessible, and which are not accessible.

Student Residences
1. Madison Hall
2. Holder Hall
3. Hamilton Hall
4. Joline Hall
5. Campbell Hall
6. Blair Hall
7. Buyers Hall
8. Witherspoon Hall
9. Lockhart Hall
10. Fouke Hall
11. Henry Hall
12. Laughlin Hall
13. 1901 Hall
14. Little Hall
15. Edwards Hall
16. Dod Hall
17. Pyne Hall
18. Brown Hall
19. Cuyler Hall
20. 1903 Hall
21. Wright Hall
22. Patton Hall
23. Walker Hall
24. Spelman Halls
25. Fisher Hall
26. Wendell Hall
27. Murley-Friarotto Family Tower
28. Hargadon Hall
29. Lauritzen Hall
30. Baker Halls
31. 1981 Hall
32. Community Hall
33. 1915 Hall
34. Gauss Hall
35. 1939 Hall
36. Feinberg Hall
37. 1937 Hall
38. Dodge-Osborn Hall
39. 1927-Clapp Hall
40. Wilcox Hall
41. Wu Hall
42. 1938 Hall
43. Yoseffoff Hall
44. 1967 Hall
45. Bloomberg Hall
46. 1976 Hall
47. Bogle Hall
48. Wolf Hall
49. Scully Hall
50. Forbes College
51. Graduate College
52. Lakeside Apartments & Townhomes
53. 120 Prospect Ave. Apartments

Campus Buildings
54. Palmer House
55. Alexander Hall
56. Maclean House
57. Stanhope Hall
58. Morrison Hall
59. Gil Hall
60. Whig Hall
61. Nassau Hall
62. Henry House
63. Scheide Caldwell House
64. Chancellor Green/East Pyne
65. Dodge Hall
66. Murray Theater
67. Firestone Library
68. Burr Hall
69. Green Hall
70. Chapel
71. Dickinson Hall
72.McCosh Hall
73. Julius Romo Rabinowitz Building
74. Simpson International Building
75. Hoyt Laboratory
76. Princeton University Press
77. Friend Center
78. Computer Science Building
79. Engineering Quadrangle
80. Andlinger Center for Energy and the Environment
81. North Garage
82. Bowen Hall
83. Maeder Hall
84. Fields Center
85. Mudd Library
86. Sherrerd Hall
87. Wallace Hall
88. Corwin Hall
89. Bendheim House
90. Bendheim Hall
91. Fisher Hall
92. Robertson Hall
93. Marx Hall
94. 1879 Hall
95. Architecture School
96. Prospect House
97. Woolworth Music Hall
98. Campus Club
99. Bobst Hall
100. Center for Jewish Life
101. Frist Campus Center
102. Jones Hall
103. McCosh Health Center
104. Eng Hall
105. Guyot Hall
106. Moffett Laboratory
107. Schultz Laboratory
108. Thomas Laboratory
109. Ichan Laboratory
110. Lewis Library
111. Peyton Hall
112. Fine Hall
113. McDonnell Hall
114. Jadwin Hall
115. Princeton Stadium
116. Frist Chemistry Laboratory
117. Peretsman Scull Hall
118. Princeton Neuroscience Institute
119. Architecture Lab
120. Caldwell Field House
121. Jadwin Gym
122. DelNunzio Pool
123. Elementary Particles Lab West
124. Class of 1887 Boathouse/Shea Rowing Center
125. Chilled Water Plant
126. Coger Plant
127. West Garage
128. Wawa/Princeton Station
129. Mackmillan Building
130. 200 Elm
131. Baker Rink
132. Effron Music Building
133. Wallace Dance Building & Theater/Arts Tower
134. New South
135. Roots Ocean Prime
136. Dinky Bar & Kitchen
137. Berlind Theatre
138. McCarter Theatre
139. Dillon West/East
140. Stephens Fitness Center
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**KEY**
- Building accessible on ALL levels
- Building accessible on one level or more
- Building inaccessible